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Lesson Objective  

  

 Learn how to copy task information from 

one form to another 
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Access & Navigation 

 

The Open Tasks screen displays.  

Once you are logged in to SpecialServices, click          to access the main menu, and 

then select Open Tasks.  
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Selecting a Task 

 

All of the tasks associated with that student display. Click on the task to which 

you want to copy task information.  

On the Open Tasks screen, select a Class and a Student from the drop-down lists in 

the Student search area.  
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Copying Task Information 

In the Task Navigation area, find the Copy Task Info section. 

Once you have selected the task to which you want to copy information,  the form 

displays. Click      to expand the Task Navigation area.     

 Note: The Task Navigation area remains open when switching between 

 forms. To close it, simply click      . 

You can only copy task 

information from the 

same student.  
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Select a Task from the drop-down list of tasks that already exist for that student, 

followed by a specific Page of the chosen task.  

All tasks associated with 

that student display, even 

if they are closed.  
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Once you have selected a Task and Page, every section associated with that page 

displays.  

You can preview the content of each section by clicking      next to the item.  

The Copy Text Preview window displays. Click Close to return to the form. 
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1. On the form, click the field to which you want to copy the task information.  

2. Click on the item from the Copy Task Info area you want to copy to that field. 

3. Optional: Once you have copied the information to your desired field, you can 

use the toolbar at the top of the screen to edit the information as you wish. 

 Note: Any of the copied text can be edited or deleted.  

 Note: If you would like to add additional items to the field, move your  

 cursor down within the field, and repeat step 2 and optional step 3. 
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Once you are finished copying task information/editing the form, click Save & Close.  

 Note: If you wish to copy task information to an additional form, select the 

 form you want to edit, select your Task and Page information from the Copy Task 

 Info section of the Task Navigation area, and repeat step 1 through optional 

 step 3. 

The  Open Tasks screen for that student displays along with a message in the top 

right corner of the screen letting you know the page was saved successfully. 
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You can also copy task information to a form from within the same form using tasks 

that group banked items. This helps save time if the information is the same for  

multiple fields.  

1. Select the Task and Page of the current form. 

2. Click on the field to which you want to copy task information. 

3. Select the task.  

4. Click Save & Close when you are finished.  

 Note: Once you click on the field to which you want to copy the task  

 information, a list of banked items displays in the Banks section of the Task 

 Navigation area. Though you can select each banked item individually,  

 selecting the task copies all of the banked items associated with that task.  


